Skin aging: a global health challenge

INTRODUCTION

Aging is a universal concern. Linked to aging are a series of physiological and pathological processes, among them changes in skin turnover, quality, and regenerative potential. Skin aging has long been viewed as more of an aesthetic problem than as a real functional health problem.

Nowadays, more people are reaching “old” age, resulting in an increase in both the proportion of the population that is of advanced age and in absolute global number of persons of advanced age. Skin aging must be thought of as a health issue that should be integrated into the global aging field, in which we know that each organ insufficiency can add to another and produce those difficult to treat co-morbid states well known by the geriatrician. Therefore, we must adopt a broader view of aging skin health than just concern for the skin or wound itself.

World demographics show us that, in all countries, the proportions and absolute numbers of those aged 65 and over and, among them, those aged 85 and over are steadily growing. This is the positive result of improved global health conditions, but this outcome leads to new challenges associated with aging. Among these challenges is skin aging and, more globally, coping with multiple aging organs and illnesses resulting in polymorbidities.

Recently, the concept of dermatoporosis has been developed, in which skin aging is compared to bone aging (osteoporosis), which includes both bone density and microarchitectural changes leading to osteoporotic fractures. On this background, skin aging, which has been characterised previously as an aesthetic phenomenon, is now clearly identified as an organ insufficiency to be considered parallel to renal or heart insufficiency, for example.

CONTRIBUTING FACTORS

Skin aging is the result of both intrinsic and extrinsic factors. Intrinsic factors are those that are genetically determined, lead to what some call chronologic aging, and include sex hormones levels and inner oxidative stress. Among other outcomes, fine wrinkles, skin thinning, laxity, and loss of elasticity are caused by chronologic aging.

Extrinsic factors are all factors that, from the outside, enhance intrinsic skin aging and lead to profound wrinkles, pigmentary defect, and skin cancers. Photoaging, linked to sun exposure, is considered a major contributor to overall skin aging. Grossly, ultraviolet A radiation is responsible for skin aging and ultraviolet B radiation for skin cancers, which increase in incidence with age. Medications such as corticosteroids, immunosuppressants, and chemotherapeutic agents directly impact the skin. Other factors, such as tobacco, alcohol consumption, and air pollutants, certainly play important roles as well.

Intrinsic factors can play a role in the extrinsic skin aging pathway; for example, skin pigmentation, which is genetically determined, plays a major role in the phototoxicity of sunrays. As a result, less pigmented skin exposed to sun will become thinner and weaker and have a lessened defensive role and capacity to rejuvenate than more pigmented skin that is similarly exposed to sun.

Extrinsic and intrinsic factors lead to skin weakness that translates into skin tears, deep dissecting hematomas, and wound-healing difficulties, which in turn can lead to lengthened hospital stays.

However, we should adopt a broader view on the global aging process and look at its consequences on other functions that can have direct or indirect
effects on skin health. Among these aging consequences are sensitivity losses which will place the skin at risk from undetected injuries, other neurological deficits resulting in falls in which the skin tears and/or bleeds easily, and renal insufficiency or malnutrition, which are common in the elderly and result in further insults to the skin. With age, the number of diagnoses that can negatively impact skin integrity and/or repair capacity increases. These diagnoses include diabetes, conditions requiring anticoagulants, edema from cardiac insufficiency, peripheral arterial disease, and chronic venous insufficiency.

PREVENTIVE MEASURES
Protection of the skin is very important, and simple measures such as skin washing and systematic daily use of emollients have proven effective. However expensive, some retinoid based creams with hyaluronic acid have also proven effective.

Skin protection efforts can extend beyond the skin itself. Such efforts may include establishing a safe environment to reduce falls and impacts and padding of limbs and potentially dangerous everyday objects, such as a wheelchair.

Skin protection efforts can also involve carefully applying treatments of non-age-related skin problems in patients of advanced age. For example, in the case of perineal dermatitis, treatment must be rapidly applied following strict protocols.

Special attention must be paid to smokers. Tobacco has both long-term and short-term effects on skin health. Quitting cigarettes proves very useful for wound healing and reducing postoperative problems, such as suture dehiscence and infection.

WOUND TREATMENT
In aged skin, all stages of wound healing may be impaired, including

- Inflammation, with early increase in neutrophils, delayed monocyte infiltration, impaired macrophage function (reduced phagocytic capacity), increased secretion of proinflammatory mediators, and decreased vascular-endothelial-growth-factor production.
- Proliferation, with reduced response to hypoxia, delayed angiogenesis, and delayed collagen deposition with reduced fibroblast proliferation and migration. Delayed re-epithelialisation and reduced keratinocytes proliferation and migration will occur.
- Remodelling, with reduced collagen turnover, resulting in increased fibroblast senescence. This decreased activity usually leads to visually accelerated maturation and less visible scars.19

For this reason, special attention must be paid to wound care in the aging population. If wounds or skin tears appear, state-of-the-art treatments must be applied timely to optimise healing without further damage to the skin. Low adherence, moisture-maintaining dressings play an important role in this treatment.20, 21 For both prevention and treatment, an interdisciplinary approach will be crucial.

CONCLUSIONS
Our fragile and vital skin will age, and its protective and regenerative roles will diminish over time. Due to the ever-growing number of elderly and the fact that skin aging is a real health problem that complicates and is complicated by other co-morbidities, aging skin status must readily be assessed. Skin protection by emollients can ease the effects of aging on the skin. Minimising the impact of extrinsic factors in childhood by, for example, using sunscreen regularly and throughout life as well as avoiding tobacco, can also help optimise the health of aging skin.

Current wound-healing evidence has been based largely on either animal models or younger human skin models. Further research must now focus on how best to maintain skin health in the aging population.  
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